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1. Create a family tree for your family.

2. You need to show 10 members of the family.

3. You may use drawings, magazine pictures, photographs, etc. for each family member. Have fun! DO NOT CUT UP FAMILY PICTURES WITHOUT PERMISSION!!!

4. You must include four grandparents, two parents and yourself, others as needed.

5. Write each person’s name under their picture. Also label each picture with the Latin family word that applies to it.

6. Number each person and write a Latin sentence about each on the back of the tree. You must use the pattern sentences on this sheet. Use each sentence once inserting the proper words in the proper cases. You may choose any of the sentence patterns for the remaining three people.
Pattern Sentences

Use each sentence pattern for one family member, then choose any three to use for the last three family members. You **MUST** use each pattern at least once.

1. Meus/Mea [Fam. mem.] number annos habet.
   Nominative Latin number word

2. Nomen [Fam. mem. est] name
   Dative

3. Licet meo/meae [Fam. mem.] verb
   Dative infinitive

4. Meus/Mea [Fam. mem. in] location habitat.
   Nominative Ablative

5. Meus/Mea [Fam. mem. est] adjective
   Nominative Nominative

6. Meus/Mea [Fam. mem. proper name est relationship word mei/meae [Fam. mem.]
   Nominative Family member Nominative
   Genitive

7. Amo [Fam. mem. quod is/ea est adjective]
   Accusative Nominative

**Remember:**
Due April 30th
Arbor Familiae Rubric

Your Family Tree project has been assessed according to the following criteria:

1. Contains at least 10 family members
2. Each family member named and accurately labeled in Latin
3. Latin sentence #1
4. Latin sentence #2
5. Latin sentence #3
6. Latin sentence #4
7. Latin sentence #5
8. Latin sentence #6
9. Latin sentence #7
10. Latin sentence #8
11. Latin sentence #9
12. Latin sentence #10
13. Evidence of creativity
14. Quality of work product

Total points

Nomen ____________________